beyond the steam...
there is the aether!

from another time
and another place!
welcome to edition the 4th
of the brand new webzine
from the steampunk almanac
o’ atticus oldman

www.steampunkery.org

Greetings Brasslings!
“Welcome to Edition the 4th of the Steampunkery
Webzine from the Steampunk Almanac of Atticus
Oldman. Once again I am delighted to bring you a
fine selection of work from the international
Steampunk community.
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As always my sincere thanks to everyone who has
participated in this and the all the previous
editions available on the Steampunkery web
companion at www.steampunkery.org
This edition also contains an
exclusive announcement of
something rather special and
which I hope you will find as
exciting as I do - See the contents
guide for further information!”
Atticus Oldman
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Pete Mecozzi Photography
Visit Online
petemecozziphotography.mypixieset.com
www.facebook.com/PeteMecozziPhotography
www.instagram.com/petemecozziphotography
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Because no one had considered the fact that once their
man had what he wanted, he’d do whatever it took to
avoid arrest – even if that meant shinning up a 50 foot
drainpipe for a rooftop escape.
They couldn’t let the perpetrator escape with the
manuscript, so McCormick had climbed up after him,
foolhardy and dangerous though it was.
McCormick was already breathing hard from the effort
of trying to close the gap between himself and the
absconding blackmailer, and his legs were beginning
to tire. But he had to stop this man. He pushed away
any other thoughts and focused on closing the distance
between them.

Mundaneum Randomania
by Rich Dodgin
Police Detective Alexander McCormick chased his quarry
across the Edinburgh rooftops, cursing under his breath
as he did so. They’d successfully staked out Charlotte
Square, with a police cordon in place to catch the
blackmailer red-handed once he had been passed the
satchel containing the plans. It should have been
straightforward.
So why the hell was McCormick now risking life and
limb, racing along the top of George Street rooftops?
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Ahead of him, through the morning clouds of drifting
Edinburgh fog that was thick even at this height,
McCormick could make out the fleeing dark figure of
the man he chased. McCormick smiled to himself. He
was gaining on him. But then his heart sank as he
realised they were approaching a gap in the rooftops,
where a narrow lane formed a break in the row of
buildings they were running across.
His quarry cleared it effortlessly without seeming to
break stride.
McCormick didn’t allow himself to consider what he
was about to do, and instead increased his speed as the
edge of the building approached. Just before he
reached the drop, he leapt – heart in mouth – and
hurtled across the gap and the street far below. He hit
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the opposite roof hard, landing awkwardly and losing his
footing as he did so, and went sprawling, slamming down
onto the rooftop on his side.
Cursing, he clambered to his hands and knees and then
to his feet, gasping for breath… and then set off again,
bolting across the rooftops after the fleeing form of his
prey.
The fog was even thicker here, and the rest of the world
around and below him disappeared from view. The
muffled sounds of carriages, the shouts from street
vendors, and the whistles of the steam trams continued
to drift up from the streets below, but now there was a
dreamlike quality to them.
It was all McCormick could do to keep his eye on the
running man ahead of him, while doing his best to
ensure he didn’t lose his footing stumbling over any of
the raised, ankle-high stone partitions that separated
each roof from its neighbour.
But a few minutes later, through a momentary gap in the
banks of fog, McCormick saw the rooftop come to a
sudden stop ahead of them, as the terraced row gave way
to the open expanse of St Andrew Square.
The fugitive he was chasing saw it too and, with nowhere
left to run, slowed to a halt at the roof’s edge.
‘I’ve got you now,’ laughed McCormick to himself,
stopping a short distance away. He drew his revolver
from inside his jacket and cocked the weapon.
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The man he had been chasing turned to face McCormick
at the sound. He was dressed in a dark corduroy jacket
and slacks, and was clean shaven, with dark brown hair
brushed back from his forehead in a side parting. The
satchel hung over his left shoulder. With a start,
McCormick recognised the man. Joseph Mitchell, a
small time pickpocket and fence – not the sort of
criminal he’d expect to be behind such a dastardly
blackmail plot.
Still catching his breath from the run, McCormick
shouted, ‘It’s over, Mitchell. Give yourself up. I don’t
want to have to shoot.’
Mitchell seemed to consider this for a moment, then
turned his head to look over his shoulder and into the
bank of thick fog behind him, before turning back to
face McCormick.
He was about twenty feet away. Near enough for
McCormick see the man’s expression suddenly change
into a large smile.
With his heart giving a lurch, McCormick realised what
the criminal was about to do. ‘No!’ he shouted, racing
forward, but it was too late. Without taking his eyes off
McCormick, Mitchell stepped backwards off the edge of
the roof and disappeared into the murky haze.
McCormick darted towards the edge of the building, just
as a small airship emerged from the thick smog, rising
rapidly into view, its steam engine clattering and hissing
loudly. Mitchell clung to a rope ladder suspended
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beneath the passenger compartment. He waved at
McCormick, a huge grin on his face, and then the airship
was gone as swiftly as it had arrived.
***
Back at Edinburgh Police Headquarters, McCormick
endured an excruciating conversation with Chief
Inspector Wilkinson about the failed operation, and the
likely consequences of the weapon plans having fallen
into the wrong hands.
Then, still smarting from his painful cross-examination,
he telegraphed the details of the case to the Edinburgh
Mundaneum, requesting it be logged and that a search
be run to see if anything about who Mitchell might be
working for could be found.
He had held little hope that the search would turn
anything up, so was pleasantly surprised when he
received a telegram from the Mundaneum later that
afternoon.
To: Detective McCormick
Please attend Edinburgh Mundaneum as matter of
urgency.
K. Patel
Computational Detective Patel
Most intriguing, he thought to himself. He grabbed his
coat and hat, and went to hail a hansom.
***
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Edinburgh Munadeum was a large, dull looking edifice,
located behind Haymarket railway station. From the
outside, it look like nothing more than a standard office
building, but once he was inside McCormick found
himself in an impressive marble-floored lobby, with oak
panelling walls, a large reception desk, and a number of
easy chairs for members of the public to sit on while
they were waiting for the answers to their queries.
McCormick told one of the reception staff that he’d
arrived, and took a seat with the others.
A few minutes later, a young, smartly dressed woman of
Indian heritage appeared through the doorway behind
the reception desk and made her way over to where
McCormick sat.
He stood up, and they shook hands.
‘Detective Patel? Pleased to meet you’
‘Likewise, Detective McCormick. Come on through.’
He followed Detective Patel through the doorway
behind the reception desk, and into a large room filled
with hundreds, if not thousands of catalogue drawers
that reached almost to the ceiling. The room was a hive
of activity with over twenty members of staff working
away as they searched for answers to submitted queries.
McCormick and Patel made their way down one of the
narrow aisles, passing a young man as he opened one of
the drawers, revealing hundreds of small index cards
inside.
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Detective Patel led them into another, smaller room, in
which were housed a number telegraph machines and
teleprinters, and another dozen or so staff.
‘This is where all of the public enquires sent in by
telegram are received,’ explained Detective Patel, ‘The
incoming queries are automatically printed off, and then
each given to one of the staff we saw in the previous
room. Once the answer has been found, it’s brought back
here and one of the operators sends it to the originator
of the question.’
At the back of the room was a closed door, marked
‘Private – Police Only’. Detective Patel opened the door
and ushered McCormick through.
‘Welcome to my office,’ she laughed, closing the door
behind them.
It was a medium sized, cluttered room. There were three
desks, each buried under a mountain of paperwork, and
another table on which sat a telegraph machine and
teleprinter. Three of the walls were covered with a large
number of catalogue drawers similar to those in the
large room they’d passed through.
Detective Patel sat down behind one of the desks, and
indicated for him to pull over a chair from one of the
other desks.
McCormick did so and sat down, ‘You’ve your own
catalogue drawers and telegraph machine?’ he asked
with surprise.
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She nodded. ‘Yes. When you or one of your colleagues
log any case details, we receive them here on this
telegraph machine. Then we transfer the details to one
or more index cards and store them here. It ensures that
police matters are kept classified and inaccessible to the
other members of Mundaneum staff. And if there are
any links from the information here to the nonclassified information in the general data store, we can
simply go through to the main hall and access it.’
McCormick shook his head in wonder.
She smiled. ‘Is this your first time at the Mundaneum?’
‘Yes. And I’ll be honest, I’ve never understood how any
of this works,’ said McCormick.
‘Well, the technical description is that it’s a form of
analytico-synthetic and faceted classification that
allows an unlimited combination of attributes of a
subject – and relationships between subjects – to be
expressed.’
McCormick looked at her blankly.
She smiled. ‘What that means is that the way the
information is stored also records relationships between
different pieces of information, and inferred
connections are possible. So if you ask the right
questions of the information stored here, you can find
links between things that you wouldn’t have necessarily
known were related.’
‘I see. I think. Thank you.’ He paused for a moment, then
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asked, ‘So I presume you’ve asked me here because
you’ve found something related to the Mitchell case I
logged?’
She nodded. ‘Oh yes. And it’s almost beyond belief.
Joseph Mitchell was the missing links that ties together
a long list of seemingly unrelated accidents, disasters,
and political events from the last four decades.’
McCormick sat forward sharply. ‘What?’
‘1986 – the Chernobyl gas works explosion, believed to
be an accident. 1992 – the Windsor Castle fire in which
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II died, believed to be an
accident. 2001 – the World Trade Center airship crashes,
believed to be freak accidents. 2008 – the Mumbai
attacks, believed to be by Indian separatists wanting an
end to British rule. And in 2016 – the British people
vote to leave the European Alliance.’
Detective Patel paused for a moment, ‘And those are
just a handful of the most notable events. From the
investigative work I’ve done so far, there are dozens and
dozens of other examples.’
‘Wait, what are you saying? That those are all linked?
How?’ McCormick couldn’t hide his disbelief.
‘By nature of the fact that a single organisation was
responsible for each and every one of them. I have no
idea of the name of the organisation, its aims, or who
its members are. But it’s there, somewhere. And it’s
been there for decades behind the scenes, wreaking
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havoc for their own nefarious purposes.
‘My god. So, what the hell do we do?’ asked McCormick.
‘We need to let the Scottish Secret Service Bureau know
about this.’
***
A few weeks later, Alexander McCormick and Kaesha
Patel found themselves recruited as agents of the
Scottish Secret Service Bureau – McCormick on the
basis of his tenacity and bravery, and Patel because of
her impressive computational detective skills.
Their adventures together against the mysterious
shadowy organisation were just beginning…

This is the first of a series of stories featuring
‘McCormick and Patel’, agents of the Scottish
Secret Service Bureau, which are set in an
alternative steampunk 2020.
Rich Dodgin is an Edinburgh based fiction
writer, music journalist, and dark ambient
musician.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/rich.dodgin
ThisIsDarkness: www.thisisdarkness.com
Bandcamp: hellschreiber.bandcamp.com
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The Massachusetts Renaissance Faire
-- An Atticus Oldman Recommended Event

The Massachusetts Renaissance Faire is
launching digital themed months. We are
all geared up for Steampunk September
featuring live performers, music videos, an
interactive Lovecraftian mystery game,
interviews, a virtual steam train tour, art
vendors, demos and a costume contest.
Dust off those top hats and goggles and
make sure to tune in every day for a variety
of steampunk entertainment including the
music of Thomas Benjamin Wild Esq’s and
artwork of Disney’s Brian Kesinger.
Exclusive content, coupon codes, chatroom
and advanced notice for patreon members.
On Facebook
For our full list of vendors and entertainment, www.facebook.com/MassRenFaire

check out our Facebook & Video Pages
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On Vimeo:
https://vimeo.com/451558664
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"A fantastic series of Steampunk novels that will get your heart racing!" - Atticus Oldman
An Atticus Oldman's Recommended Read From www.facebook.com/jonhartlessauthor
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The Corpus Chronophage
"A Steampunk Icon!" - Atticus Oldman
As well as being one of
the world's most
famous inventors, with
his kettle controls being
used a billion times
each day, Dr John C
Taylor OBE is also the
creator of the Corpus
Chronophage Clock, situated outside Corpus
Christi College in Cambridge, and now the
city's most popular tourist attraction.
You are cordially invited to view a special
presentation by Dr Taylor produced earlier this
year for the Horological Hour, where you will
hear about the Corpus Chronophage that
incorporates John Harrison's grasshopper
escapement from the early 1700's inside a huge
mythical 'time-eater' creature that sits on top
of the clockface devouring each minute as it
passes.
Contents Guide

View on Youtube:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4J6OtkhDkE&feature=youtu.be
For further information, please see:
www.johnctaylor.com
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Mick Rooney
Brisbane Australia
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Visit Mick Rooney at Artists Down Under
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The A.I. And Ullalele
- Oldman’s Automated Interview

and narrator;
Debra Kerr – woman stunt reporter who will follow a story
where ever it leads even through time on concert uke and
vocals and
Dean Bagnall a Victorian mad scientist who likes to play with
x-rays and has an unhealthy interest in Human Spontaneous
Combustion on tenor uke, theremin and vocals
Our first collaboration was a complete interpretation of Jeff
Wayne’s War of the Worlds performed on only four ukuleles
with vocals and narration.

Name: Ullalele
Approx Location: Otley and Menston, West Yorkshire
Creative Occupation: Musicians
Tell us about you and your work:
We are a progressive ukulele rock quartet who take 19th
century scientific romances and re-interpret them as ukulele
operas.
We are: John Bramall – difference engineer, steamplunk
hacker and builder of automata on baritone uke, bass uke,
moog and vocals;
Tom Winder – member of the Royal Arabica Society, explorer
searching for the fabled golden bean on tenor uke, bass uke
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Our current project is an original musical interpretation of H
G Well’s “The Time Machine” with epic songs and narration
incorporating moog and theremin which was premiered just
before lockdown began.
How did you first get into Steampunk and how has that
influenced your work?
We all have an interest in science fiction literature and music
which is how we became aware of the Steampunk genre.
Because of what we wanted to do Steampunk seemed a
natural fit. We are the only purveyors of Steamplunk – a
unique musical genre combining steampunk and the
thrilling sound of ukuleles, vocals and electronica.
Our name was inspired by the haunting call of H G Well’s
Martians – uuuulaaaa – which became Ullalele.
Our first steampunk outing was at the Leeds Steampunk
Market event at Bradford Industrial Museum in 2018. We
performed excerpts of War of the Worlds throughout the day.
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How did you get started on your creative journey?
We met at Otley Ukulele Orchestra practices and used to
discuss what would be the most unlikely piece of music to recreate using only ukuleles - at that time our answer was Jeff
Wayne’s War of the Worlds. Since then we have Steamplunked
more music, for example, Dephlogisticated Air and started
writing our own.
What are you working on at the moment? (Optional: How has
the Covid-19 Virus affected you and your work?) All our
festival bookings have been cancelled and as we’ve not been
able to practice together, we have had to adapt.
We are continuing with our cinematographic recordings of the
Time Machine: recording them separately at home and then
mixing them and creating our own videos. You can find out
what happens next or catch up with our version of War of the
Worlds by following our youtube channel.
We’ve taken part in virtual festivals – such as Steampunk Over
Ether and the Maesteg Ukulele Festival and hoping to be part
of Welcome to the Asylum’s Steampunkavision. We’ve
recorded interviews – Ullalele in Lockdown - with a local radio
station.
What are the next steps on your journey?
To record our musical version of the Time Machine in a series
of videos and on cd. To keep creating however we can.
Where do you hope the journey will take you?
We were lucky to premiere The Time Machine just before
lockdown happened and we would like to perform it live
again. To share our music at more festivals/events either
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virtual or actual.
What do you think the future of Steampunk is?
Welcome to the Asylum Sanctuary are showing how actual
steampunk events might be able to start up again and other
festivals and events will go on from there. However,
lockdown has shown it is possible to transfer events virtually
and so involve the world-wide Steampunk community and
that is something that should continue.
What question should you be asked and what is your
answer?
Q: Do you see any parallels between what is happening
in the world now and your musical inspiration?
A: H G Wells speculates in The Time Machine a split in the
human race between servers (Morlocks) and those served
(Eloi). Both groups mutate so when they meet the Time
Traveller they are no longer humans as we would recognise
them: the Morlocks – cave-dwelling meat-eaters and the Eloi
– fruitarians and beautiful but ineffectual dependants. Is this
a prediction of times to come? Who will become Eloi? Who
will become Morlocks?

Facebook: www.facebook.com/Ullalele
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCJn1IgMj_19GPmIu1V-RPSA
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Steampunk 2020 Videorama

Graphic Novel: ElecetroMagnetic

Ullalele presents Weena
"Steampunk 2020 is delighted to add this wee gem of a video
from Ullalele into the Videorama video gallery. Based upon an
incident in the Time Machine by H.G. Well - Weena is a fine
example of the imagination and shift in perspective that makes
Steampunk such a wonder!" - Atticus Oldman

Watch Weena by Ullelele
Contents Guide

“Turn the page for the thrilling final instalment of edition one
of the classic Steampunk adventure ElectroMagnetic by
Colin Maxwell - One of Scotland's finest graphic novel
writers and illustrators!” - Atticus Oldman

Facebook: www.facebook.com/colinmaxwell
Online: www.maximized.co.uk
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The A.I. And Jack Salva
- Oldman’s Automated Interview

industries in a number of different locations. All of this has
given me a broad perspective upon which to draw. I am an
avid gamer and animal advocate. These passions are
reflected in my works.
My stories tend to be entertaining adventures. With humor.
My primary universe is a steampunk one. I also have a
paranormal one, a science fiction one and a fantasy one.
Sometimes the ideas are too diverse and clashing to be
shuttered within one reality.
My steampunk novels center around a group called the
Knowledge Reclamators. The first, Dybbuk’s Asylum
(tinyurl.com/dybbuks-asylum), provides an introduction to
the world and the characters you will come to care about.

Name: Jack Salva
Location: Texas
Creative Occupation:
I work as a cost estimator. I’m looking to switch over to doing
programming in Python. Both of these have creative elements.
However, my chief creative outlet - hopefully to be turned into a
profession - is writer/author.
Tell us about you and your work:
I have held a number of different jobs in a number of different
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This world enjoys the things you have come to expect from
steampunk: goggles, inventive contraptions powered by
steam, rayguns, Victorian inspired fashion, and airships.
These devices are used within a world that is recovering from
the Luddite Tyranny, a time of anti-information. The
Knowledge Reclamators are a group of four adventurers that
brave the wilds seeking out hidden creches of books and
other knowledge hidden away during those dark times.
This novel is the beginning of the series, with at least four
more planned out and others beyond that in the idea stage.
How did you first get into Steampunk and how has that
influenced your work?
I was introduced to steampunk by my future wife. We, and a
friend, were partners in a gaming store. We wanted to have a
theme for the store to set it apart from others. She suggested
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steampunk. I had no idea what it was, so I did some research.
It was as if I had found something I had not realized I was
lacking. The aesthetics of the genre, the possibilities
inherent in its framework, and the spirit of wonder and
exploration that sits at the root of the movement resonated
so strongly with me.

The novel started as a short story which I shared with my
wife. She liked it and had lots of questions. Those questions
had me rewriting the story into a novella and then a novel.
I guess you can credit her belief in my writing, and
enthusiasm for it, with providing the motivation to make my
boyhood dream of being a writer come true.

Since we were focusing on a look for a store, the visuals of
steampunk were something I immersed myself into. I have
always been a very visual writer, so this provided me the
starting point I needed to build a world of my own. Seeing
things in my mind’s eye drives my writing style.

What are you working on at the moment?
I have a completed novel in a paranormal universe that I just
finished final editing on. I have a fantasy story - that again
started as a short story and grew - plotted and partially
written. I have another novel started.

How did you get started on your creative journey?
I have always loved to write. When much, much younger I
dreamed of being a writer. However, I never had the
confidence to really pursue that dream. As I got older, I
continued writing. The stories I told became less dependent
on the works of others and more creations cut from the
whole cloth of my imagination.

The biggest thing I have underway is the next book in the
Knowledge Reclamators series (The Stranded Sibling
Sojourn). It is the first in a three book story arc. The main
plot is worked out and the book is almost two thirds written.
After that, it is on to the next Knowledge Reclamators book.
And possibly other projects.

I had the idea of Dybbuk’s Asylum for a while, but needed to
define the world it would take place in. There had to be a
reason these four would be on this particular journey. I
needed motivations and events.
My original idea for the Knowledge Reclamators world was
‘steampunk zombies’. Fortunately, that just served as the
jumping off point for the rich universe I have to play in today.
I needed a world that made sense, was internally consistent,
and shed catering to passing trends (bye-bye zombies).

How has the Covid-19 Virus affected you and your work?
The Covid-19 virus has changed my work situation. I now get
to work from home. That move has saved me heaps of time,
granting me the freedom to write more.
What are the next steps on your journey?
Right now, I am figuring out how to market myself and my
work. It is not something I am familiar with. I am learning.
At least I think I am. After the release date, I will see what
more gets added to that bin.
Beyond that, I have other stories I need to tell. There are
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further adventures for the Knowledge Reclamators. As I
mentioned, there is a three book arc that needs to be written.
Along with that, there are a number of short stories I want to
get out. Some of these will provide background on the
characters.
Basically, the next steps are more writing.
Where do you hope the journey will take you?
Ideally, I would like for my writing to be received well
enough to allow me to pursue it full time. When that
happens, I can see branching out into other story telling
mediums such as graphic novels or live action drams. I even
have notions for a gaming system based on the universe.
What do you think the future of Steampunk is?
I believe that steampunk will blossom in the next decade.
People are ready for a genre that is packed with the familiar
turned sideways and that is what steampunk does.
What question should you be asked and what is your
answer?
Ooo, tough one. I guess something along the lines of where
do I get my inspiration or who are my writing heroes or what
is my process would be appropriate. I will answer the first
one. The inspiration for my stories comes from thinking
‘what if?’ or coming across an interesting fact and building a
story around it.
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Website: jacksalva-author.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
JackSalva.author
Twitter: twitter.com/j_salva_author
Instagram: www.instagram.com/
j_salva_author
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/
j_salva_author/boards
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The Time Keepers’ Tower by Jack Salva
A Knowledge Reclamators Adventure
Caern Bloodson broke into a broad grin and swiveled the
magnifying lenses on their brass arms away from the right
lens of the goggles over his ochre brown eyes. He stowed the
special bits of steel and copper used to tease open the last
bulky iron lock in his suit coat breast pocket. Removing the
lock, he watched the door’s steel restraining bar drop into
the stone floor.
“Four down, two to go,” he whispered, retrieving his battered
bullseye lantern from the iron hook by the door.
BONG!
The sonorous tolling of a bell reverberated throughout the
tower.
“Bollocks,” spat Caern.
He stepped into the room beyond. As he did, an aged steel
plate slammed into place, blocking any retreat. Four large
squirrel-cage filament bulbs spaced about the room stuttered
into life, filling the space with a harsh glare after relying on
just his lantern.
Caern tilted back his black coachman’s hat and looked
around. He was inside what appeared to be an iron Faraday
cage with thick steel panels blocking the two exits. Outside
the cage, in each corner, squatted three barrel-sized Leyden
jars. Thick insulated cables connected them to the cage.
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Outside of the cage, to the left of the sealed exit, was a small
stone shelf. A large crystal hourglass filled with fine black
sand sat on the shelf. Grains drizzled into the lower
chamber, pooling at the bottom.
Inside the cage, to the right of the exit, stood a small
mahogany table. An overstuffed brown leather wingback
chair rested in front of the table. Squatting in the middle of
the table was an auto-cogitator.
BONG!
Caern strode across the room and plopped down in the chair,
releasing a small cloud of dust. He closed a pair of knife
switches, breathing a sigh of relief as power flowed to the
monitor and computational unit. Pulling the copper, ivory
and brass keyboard toward him, he started rousing the autocogitator to life.
He fretted as long seconds passed while the brass rimmed
monitor struggled to fitful life. Finally, the screen brightened
showing an orange and black xianqi board. A bright orange
cursor blinked invitingly at the bottom of the screen, part of
it obscured where the monitor was burned out.
“Let’s hope you aren’t too sophisticated,” mumbled Caern,
typing in his opening, a cross palace cannon move.
The board updated and the cursor strobed PROCESSING.
Caern glanced over at the hourglass, noting the level of sand
remaining. He had plenty of time.
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BONG!
Then again, there was more than one timer trying to
determine his fate.
He looked back at the screen and saw it was his turn. He
quickly typed in his move. As he waited anxiously for the
auto-cogitator to calculate its move he reflected on what
awaited him at the end of the tower, now just one level away.
The Time Keepers’ Tower was said to house one of the
greatest collections of literature concerning time and the
devices for measuring it to have survived the Luddite
Tyranny. The reclusive cult had safeguarded their treasure
with a series of intricate locks and traps, the room he was in
being the latest he had faced.
One of the biggest safeguards was the very name of the
building he was in – The Time Keepers’ Tower. The edifice
wasn’t a tower at all, but a series of rooms descending deep
into the earth within the ruins of the Boise Enclave.
BONG!
Caern entered his next move.
He swiveled his head back and forth, trying to locate the
source of a high-pitched whistle that was tickling his
hearing. He was certain it hadn’t been there before.
“Is it getting brighter in here?” he asked himself.
The bulbs which had been emitting a soft golden glow were
now a bright buttery yellow.
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Looking at the hourglass, Caern saw a translucent glass rod
rapidly being revealed as the sand tumbled away.
“Oh dear,” he said.
Realization of the complete nature of his predicament
crystalized. If he did not defeat the auto-cogitator before the
sands ran out, the trigger rod would be revealed. If the rod
was revealed, the lights would energize it, a circuit would
close, and the reservoir of electricity stored in the Leyden
jars would be broadcast in a single cataclysmic burst directly
into the metal of the cage about him. The discharge would,
at the very least, electrocute him. At the worst, vaporize him.
With each move the auto-cogitator took longer to process.
Caern nervously beat an arrhythmic tattoo on the desk with
ink stained fingers as he impatiently waited for his opponent
to move. He figured he should be able to win in another half
dozen moves.
BONG!
The sound he had barely heard before jumped into
audibility. Looking around he noticed small steam whistles
nestled near the ceiling of the room. Apparently, each toll of
the bell opened a valve wider, allowing additional steam to
flow and letting the whistles shriek louder.
The auto-cogitator finally finished and placed its move on
the board. Caern frantically pounded away on the ivory keys.
If he got lucky, he might be able to end this in three more
moves.
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BONG!
The uncomfortable shriek blossomed to a painful squeal.
Caern covered his ears and wished the raygun pistol on his
hip was as effective against metal or stone as it was against
flesh and bone.
Unfortunately, the aetheric energies inherent in the raygun
beam required a bio-electric field from a living thing to
realize their complete potential. Even then they were mainly
effective against complex carbon chains. Common inorganic
substances were relatively impervious to the beams.
“I should have carried another reload,” he lamented, the
weight of his empty Scorpion Sure Shot pistol little comfort
in its shoulder holster.
He stared at the blinking cursor, willing the auto-cogitator to
reach its conclusion faster so he could be free of the box he
was trapped in.
Suddenly, he heard the sound of glass cracking and the lights
in the room bloomed painfully. A fissure appeared in the top
of the hourglass. As he watched, another crack materialized,
and a tiny piece of glass tumbled to the floor, opening a
floodgate for the sands.
Where moments before he had had plenty of time to defeat
his inhuman opponent, he now had only seconds to finish
before the sands fell too low and the Leyden jars released
their electrical bounty.
BONG!
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The lights were now too bright to look at. The whistles felt
like they were ripping his eardrums apart. Caern knew he
needed a way to buy himself time to finish the game.
He glared hatefully at the black sand pouring from the
ruined hourglass like water. The smooth cone of sand in the
bottom chamber continued to grow, but slower now that a
second stream flowed from the hole in the upper chamber. A
black cloud floated about the new exit, settling on the glass
and spreading in a dark stain.
Cloud? Sand didn’t float. And it didn’t stick to glass.
Pulling his Multi-Phasic Nutating Disintegrator raygun
pistol, he fired off an avocado beam of energy at the escaping
sand. The beam struck the cascading black tide and
vaporized it. The energy released heated the surrounding
glass, melting it. Not only was the hole plugged, but the neck
of the hourglass was fused shut.
“Not sand,” gasped Caern with a maniacal grin, fumbling his
raygun pistol back into its holster. “Coal dust. Charged from
the flow. Who’d have thought.”
The auto-cogitator quietly finished and waited patiently.
Squinting in the painful light, Caern stabbed in his move. He
removed his malachite cravat and wrapped it behind his
head, ramming the ends deep into his ears to dull the steam
whistles’ banshee howl.
BONG!
He felt more than heard the next strike of the bell. The hairs
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on his arms stood up. The glass of the monitor cracked,
causing the screen to flicker before settling on a crazed view.
It looked like he had avoided one trap but would still fall
victim to the Time Keepers’ countdown trap, having taken
too long to run their gauntlet.
As Caern railed against the unfairness of his situation, the
auto-cogitator informed him that it was conceding.
He blinked in disbelief. He looked over to the exit and saw
the steel panel grind aside revealing a set of ancient wooden
stairs leading to the last level.
BONG!
A rumbling vibration rippled through the complex. The
squirrel-cage filament bulbs burst, plunging the room from
eye searing white to pitch black, with Caern’s lantern a feeble
glow barely perceptible to overloaded retinas.
Caern grabbed the lantern and lurched to the opening. The
sound of the whistles was a physical force beating against
him. He staggered down the steps, leaning heavily on the
wall.
The stairs ended at a small stone landing. There was another
set of stairs leading down on the left. Across from these was a
polished oak door with three massive black iron strap hinges.
Centered in the upper third of the door was a recessed onefoot square section with eleven engraved birch squares. A
space for a twelfth square was empty.
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Caern blinked watery eyes at the simple sliding puzzle. All
he needed to do was move the pieces to form a picture. In
this case it looked to be the symbol of the Time Keepers, a
cog haloed watch face within a kite shield. Once the puzzle
was solved the door to the Time Keepers’ vault would open
and the countdown trap should cease.
The rub was it would take him time to complete the puzzle.
Time he didn’t have. If the countdown reached twelve, the
sonic assault would kill him. He needed to find and stop the
bell from chiming any more.
Caern turned from the door and stumbled down the last
flight of steps. His gamble paid off. At the bottom he found
the bell.
It was a massive device, easily twice the size of a man. The
bronze surface was festooned with glyphs meaningful to the
Time Keepers. A log-sized iron rod was methodically being
ratcheted back from the bell by gigantic gears. Sadly, that
mechanism was embedded in the ceiling over his head and
quite out of reach.
There did not appear to be any way to stop the machine.
The ratchet mechanism halted, the striker poised to be
released.
Frantically, Caern clawed at his heavy dun colored tweed suit
coat. He crammed the jacket partway into his hat. As the
striker was released he stretched the waded-up material
between the striker and the bell.
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THUD!
The compacted material was just thick enough to cushion
the striker, changing the note of the bell. The whistles did
not escalate their painful howling.
As the striker ratcheted back once more, Caern caught his
damper as it slid from the surface of the bell. Quickly, he
reformed his cushion and held it in place. He deadened the
next two strikes.
With the twelfth strike the whistles abruptly stopped. Caern
sagged gratefully against the bell, spent. After a few minutes,
he pushed himself up. Pulling the cravat from his ears, he
fastened it about his neck. Dusting off his suit coat, he put it
on. Finally, he picked up his coachman’s hat and placed it
atop his head.
Properly dressed, he headed up the stairs toward the last
barrier and his prize waiting on the other side.
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Mary had such a strange wee lamb,
It ran on batteries frae Japan,
But lived on blood and flesh o' man,
That sparky wee spooky vampire ram!
- Steampunk McGonagall
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